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Abstract - Literature has consistently been a helpful
instrument in investigating the sex relations, sexual
contrasts and a few issues identified with women's quest
for identity in a male centric social set up. The anecdotal
excursion of Nayantara Sahgal shows her profound
worry for the parlous condition of women in the
parochial society. Storm in Chandigarh is her third
novel. It centers multipart human connections in
freedom, honesty, love, companionship, and uniformity.
The epic likewise presents a disdainful protest against
the refusal of freedom and uniqueness to women.
Sahgal's idea of a liberated person rises above the
limitations of monetary or social freedom and turns into
a cerebral or enthusiastic methodology. In Storm in
Chandigarh there is a prerequisite to reclassify ethics
and prudence. The hero in the novel demonstrates that
woman have a privilege being an individual to live as they
want. Hence, the hero spoke to as the freed woman in the
novel. Saroj, the hero implies the new woman who is
endeavoring to keep up her uniqueness and inhale
autonomously in the disturbing climate of genuinely and
mentally unrewarding relationships. Sahgal endeavors
to speak to the passionate reaction of women that how a
woman watches out at her limitations and herself. She
accepts that woman should attempt to acknowledge and
comprehend herself as a person and not simple as a
connection to some man life. She investigates that women
have been languished over quite a while by the hands of
separating pressures. Sahgal in the novel has endeavored
to depict these pressures. She does not hold men
obligated for the pitiable situation of women. In its place,
she accuses the framework itself. She described very
clearly the impact of gender discrimination on women
freedom in the novel.
Index Terms - Gender Discrimination, Liberation,
Independence.

INTRODUCTION
The patriarchal framework has been a piece of Indian
Society. Women had consistently been the less
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significant person. At the point when a woman lives in
a male ruled society, she goes through numerous
difficulties and embarrassments. It is a terrible state of
woman in our general public when she has no spouse
in her life she is considered as pointless one. Society
criticizes any individual who contradicts its laws, in
other words, they are violators of society. In a male
centric culture, women‟s job is henceforth seen
through an amplifying glass and she is constantly
viewed by others particularly in the event that she
doesn't keep the standards set up by the guys.
In India gender discrimination towards women has
existed for age and it influences women and their lives.
Despite the fact that India has conceded women
equivalent rights however now a days, the male centric
culture rehearses their sex separation.
There are restricted open doors given for women to get
to assets, for example, schooling and work
administrations. It is critical to give equivalent
occasions to women in the event that they are viewed
as the fate of India. Women are under assessed to
wasteful for their work. This has kept lady from
accomplishing anything in their lives. Women are
significant for creating youngster. Sex is significant
among man and woman to deliver a kid. The male
centric arrangement of Indian culture which rehearses
the sex victimization women, and it has prompted the
continuation of Indian's solid inclination of male kids.
Female child abortion is a barbaric movement received
in the custom of society and it emphatically reflects
low status of Indian women.
A decrease in the sex proportion was seen with India's
2011 enumeration announcing that it remains at 914
females against 1,000 guys, a drop from 927 of every
2001 the most reduced since post-autonomy period.
Instruction isn't generally accomplished by the Indian
women. Despite the fact that Literacy rates are
expanding, female schooling are considered to less
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significant. Oppression women has contributed in
fixing the compensation for women, with Indian
women on normal procuring 64 level of what their
male race acquire for a similar calling, and the degree
of capability.
Gender Discrimination against women is begun by
men from their absence of self-governance and
authority. Albeit equivalent rights are given to women
it may not be very much perceived by others.
Practically speaking, land and property rights are
feebly perceived and followed by men. Women have
no social rights to claim property. Under their own
names they don't have any legacy rights to acquire a
portion of parental property.
In this manner patriarchal system decreases status to
second rate position and it sustained its framework
through legends and conventions, which tragically
have been a piece of Society. Indian women's activists
and women's activist authors additionally have battled
against sex segregation and women's activist issues
with Indian patriarchal system, for example, legacy of
laws and the act of Sati. Notwithstanding the dissent
voice against man centric culture made by some Indian
women's activist writers, women living in current
India actually face numerous issues of segregation.
India's patriarchal system has made the way toward
picking up land proprietorship rights and the
arrangement of sexual orientation segregation on
ladies workers. In recent many years, there has
likewise arisen a pattern of female child murder
premature birth. To Indian women's activists, they are
viewed as unfairness.
The idea of women as subordinate situation to man as
man's sexual property is profoundly established in
convention bound Indian culture. The spouse feels that
he has rights to regard her as his manikin and
ownership. Nayantara Sahgal seriously restricts the
mentality which makes women to a subordinate
position. Her admission of the women's activist
mindfulness in her books uncovers her women's
activist philosophy as cited by Neena Arora in her
book, “I have come to this awakening rather late,
although I have personally been always Independent
minded” (Nayantara and Doris Lessing 115).
Sahgal's perspectives on gender discrimination are
depicted through her women characters. She wishes to
consolidate marriage and distinction. She has her own
dreams of marriage as a charming and agreement of
the human relationship dependent on conjugal
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understandings and confidence. Women are persons
not belonging is over and over heard voice of Sahgal
in her books.
Germaine Greer characterizes the idea of man-lady
relationship and calls women “Life contracted unpaid
workers” (The Female Eunuch 329). In Patriarchal
society, spouse feels special to underestimate his
significant other. A woman's parcel from her
introduction to the world is to have a place with man.
Before marriage she is viewed as the property of her
dad and sibling and after marriage spouse gets the
individual power to utilize his will over his significant
other.
Nayantara Sahgal has solid thoughts against gender
discrimination. She would never comprehend the male
centric framework which put stock in harming the
possibilities of women and regarding them as though
they were things and not people. In Storm in
Chandigarh Inder is an ordinary male character who
feels his better half as slave. He has clear and solid
highlights of masculinity and acts with prepredominant male self-image. Despite the fact that a
dad of two kids and destined to be honored with one
additional kid, he accepts that kid raising is women's
work.
Saroj, in Storm in Chandigarh, cannot locate a
proportional contribution in her marriage. Inder, her
better half is not just from an alternate social
foundation however he is an alternate sort of
individual inside and out, Saroj has been raised in an
air of opportunity and she has grown up to anticipate
equity. Be that as it may, she is endured by Inder's
merciless response to an issue she has had before her
marriage. She enlightens him regarding it in the
entirety of her guiltlessness, yet this is for him the start
of a bothering doubt. He believes it to be a genuine
good slip by. Inder trusts himself to have violated.
“In an order that clearly demarcated the roles of men
and women, unless that venerable order was breached,
trampled, and mocked, He was maddened by it. When
it came over him, he sat looking at Saroj with a
revulsion that had ancient, tribal male roots” (Storm in
Chandigarh 36).
At the point when she weds Inder, she has the past
involvement with early relationship. It is an alternate
circumstance that society which lives by twofold good
guidelines. Saroj, be that as it may, is not generally
blameworthy. She is not deceptive and for her it is a
piece of her life and she is heartily and completely
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engaged with her marriage however her significant
other is apprehensive by this action. For that he uses
to humble her and to devastate her feeling of
blamelessness. Inder's disposition is mystery in
keeping the merciless conduct with the remainder of
his character. He lacks the capacity to deal with
enthusiastic inclusions or delicacy, his entire nature is
merciless and forceful.
“While Saroj longs to penetrate his inflexibility, Inder
persists in raking up the past and withdraws into his
own self, leaning her outside, isolated and unhappy
beating against, numbness like a bird against a
windowpane, trapped in a futile frenzy” (Storm in
handigarh 97).
The couples in Sahgal's Storm in Chandigarh live
respectively under a similar rooftop however they are
isolated by dejection and void. Sahgal accepts that
sexual delight may not generally lead to mental and
profound unity. Her characters have an „empty shell
marriage‟ characterized by sociologists as a marriage,
“When the spouses live together, remain legally
married but their marriage exists in name only”
(Sociology: Terms and Perspectives 360).
Saroj and Inder resemble two unique islands drifting
in a similar ocean however failing to get close. Inder
has this abnormal connection with Saroj where he can
stand reserved, apathetic even in the most personal
minutes. Saroj needs to share everything like Rashmi
yet Inder feels sharing a bed is all that anyone could
need. Saroj needs to impart every one of her
encounters to him. She is especially amped up for
labor. Inder needs just a single connection with her that
dependent on the actual harmony.
He could be her significant other however not partner.
Sharing a stroll by moonlight was viewed as wastage
of time. That sort of backup has consistently been hard
for him, similarly, as to go for a stroll with her turned
into a pointless consumption of time, when an
eagerness grabbed hold of him to return to whatever
work he needed to do. With Inder Saroj is befuddled.
She needs to share everything except for at whatever
point she tries to open her mouth, Inder stifles her and
answers brutally in such a way that she cannot
comprehend which themes to talk about with him and
which to keep away from. Inder makes her mindful of
every one of her deficiencies and she begins feeling
extraordinary and anxious.
Saroj feels effectively with Vishal, with him she can
speak with him on balanced premise. She is not pulled
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into Vishal for sexual fulfillment; she needs to fulfill
her spirit, to talk uninhibitedly and honestly as Saroj
and that's it. Together Vishal and Saroj are themselves.
This fellowship invigorates her energy and. She lets
him know, "“I was just thinking there is no real rest
except with someone of whom one is not afraid”
(Storm in Chandigarh 91). Vishal additionally feels
this 'we-ness' and reflects.
Inder does not feel the requirement for friendship. He
looks for it outside his marriage. He discovers Mara
more amicable and offers his close considerations with
her. It is her depression which pushes Saroj towards
Vishal. Male self-image and feeling of predominance
hold up traffic of complete unity of companions. As
Jasbir Jain states, “There is something within him
(Inder) which shuts her out and is impervious to her
affections” (Nayantara Sahgal 45).
Indeed, even such basic delights like getting a charge
out of the downpour are unrealistic with Inder
however it easily falls into place with Vishal. There is
an ideal association of brains and Vishal is her perfect
partner in the most genuine feeling of the word. The
acknowledgment of this ideal similarity and
comprehension is shared.
There is another couple Jit and Mara, looking for
sharing and association. Mara is a solid, Westernized,
autonomous disapproved of lady. She is brimming
with life and thoughts yet jit is very aloof. Jit and
Mara's story are very extraordinary. Jit has no
skeletons in his organizer. He is a warm,
understanding, and caring man; however, Mara isn't
fulfilled. She needs somebody to practice authority
over her. Jit's inactivity is slaughtering her, and she is
losing her energy. Inder comes as a day-to-day
existence power and she feels more young. She is a
childless lady; Jit's resignation had made her life dull
and repetitive. Inder's solid presence shakes her back
to life and she prefers it. In spite of the fact that Inder
is on occasion uncaring toward her, she loves him. It
is as though with Jit; she was inadequate with regards
to something and Inder occupies that vacant space.
With Jit as spouse and Inder as a companion, her life
arrives at its satisfaction. Maybe Mara's concern relies
upon the way that she has grown out of Jit. Her union
with Jit had been a choice taken in flurry just to atone
at relaxation.
Jit is delicate and good natured however he neglects to
have an effect, which Inder does. She needs Jit to be
more human with all human shortcomings. That Jit
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surrenders to every one of her impulses, that he never
appears to mind anything and that in any event, when
harmed, he does not give indications of outrage are the
realities which Mara despises. She shakes Jit to wake
him. Contrasted with Jit's inactivity, Inder impudence
is welcome.
It appears she feels irate at Jit's refined ways and
Inder's ignoble and pitiless conduct has an interest for
her. It is later just that she is baffled with Inder. Jit
likewise understands that there is something ailing in
their relationship and makes an endeavor to come
nearer to her. On the Christmas night, a snapshot of
unexpected brilliance and disclosure come to Mara
and she chooses to start her new existence with Jit:
“Strength that was almost physical in its impact
reached out to her in his words, the kind of strength
she had never thought she would need as she went her
proud way alone.” (Storm in Chandigarh 235).
Truth be told Saroj's early relationship is just an
outward image of the distinction in their perspectives.
She needs to be perceived as an individual and needs
to acknowledge a relationship on the premise where
spouse as ownership not an individual. Women have
been utilized as manikins back then. They have been
disdaining it since no one needs to be utilized.
Subsequently marriage has become the inane word in
her books.
Inder feels sick with her inability to have enthusiastic
satisfaction. He cannot comprehend why she cannot
have an infant like other ladies did. As far as he might
be concerned, a spouse was one portion of an
undertaking intended to direct her better half's home
and youngsters and furthermore her significant other's
profession advancement. Inder neglects to see some
other sort of relationship with Saroj or so far as that is
concerned even with Nara. Exclusively of women
unequivocally restricts him. Inder accepts that even
following a thousand-year women will at present need
an expert.
Inder treats Saroj simply as a belonging, not an
individual. There is no doubt of kinship between them.
Inder loves, Saroj, no uncertainty except for he
cherishes her in the event that she was his slave or his
ownership. They have lived respectively even
delivered youngsters yet there is no bliss between
them. To quite an insensitive, in human spouse, she
needs the enthusiastic satisfaction in regular day to day
existence yet Inder cannot relate. Subsequently the
relationship among Inder and Saroj uncovered the
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unfeeling substance of patriarchal society where a
woman lives in an unfortunate condition and faces
sufferings and provocation due to solid social
restrictions, she cannot get away from herself from
society thusly she acknowledges these things as the
part of her destiny.
In this way, it very well may be presumed that in Storm
in Chandigarh, Sahgal unfurls reality that freedom is a
fundamental essential imperative for the advancement
of the individual, and afterward it guarantees the
sacredness of the human self, uncovered of social
twofold principles, similarity, and affectation. She
clearly investigated the impact of gender
discrimination on women freedom in the novel.
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